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Abstract
We applied a trajectory-based analysis to eye tracking data in order to quantify individualized patterns of pupil response in 
the context of global–local processing that may be associated with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) features. Multiple pupil 
response trajectories across both global and local conditions were identified. Using the combined trajectory patterns for 
global and local conditions for each individual, we were able to identify three groups based on trajectory group membership 
that were thought to reflect perceptual strategy. Results indicated that the proportion of children with ASD was significantly 
greater in the group demonstrating a local-focus response. This research presents a novel analytic approach to the objective 
characterization of individualized pupil response patterns that are associated with ASD features.
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Introduction

The prioritization of local, detailed visual information as 
compared to global forms (i.e. “the trees before the forest”, 
local precedence) has been reported in autism spectrum 
disorders (ASD). However, results from existing research 
suggests that individuals with ASD do not show local prec-
edence across all visual paradigms (D’Souza et al. 2016) and 
discrepant findings are likely due to a complexity of factors 
influencing measurements of “bias” including heterogene-
ous task parameters, sample demographics (i.e. gender ratio, 
matching groups based upon chronological versus mental 
age, full scale IQ versus nonverbal IQ) (Hayward et al. 2018; 

Van der Hallen et al. 2015), multiple theoretical approaches 
and interpretations (WCC, EPF) (Dakin and Frith 2005; 
Happé et al. 2001; Mottron et al. 1999; Samson et al. 2012), 
and the lack of standardized objective measures. Some of 
these discrepant findings may also be due to the natural vari-
ability in global and local precedence in typical development 
(Dukette and Stiles 2001; Poirel et al. 2008, 2011; Stiles 
and Tada 1996) and across the general population (Dale and 
Arnell 2013, 2014; McKone et al. 2010; Scherf et al. 2009). 
Thus, enhanced visual perception or local precedence may 
not reflect an isolated area of relative skill, perceptual deficit 
or “bias” within ASD. Rather, meaningful individual differ-
ences in global and local processing may reflect a distribu-
tion of biases and/or cognitive and perceptual strategies.

Psychophysiological methods such as eye tracking and 
pupillometry offer a non-invasive, inexpensive and objec-
tive method to investigate visual attention and perception. 
Previous research in ASD has been successful in the use of 
eye tracking towards the characterization of aberrant pat-
terns of visual attention in response to various social and 
non-social stimuli (Klin et al. 2002; DiCriscio et al. 2016; 
Sasson et al. 2008, 2011) as well as in measuring differ-
ences in pupil response metrics (Anderson and Colombo 
2009; Martineau et al. 2011) especially in the context of 
perception and visual selection (Blaser et al. 2014). Out-
side of ASD, research has demonstrated the influence of 
visual attention on changes in pupil diameter (Binda and 
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Murray 2015a, b; Daniels et al. 2012; DiCriscio et al. 2018). 
Studies have shown that changes in pupil response reflect 
more than a reflexive, physiologic response (i.e. the pupil-
lary light reflex) and are a reliable and sensitive measure 
of basic sensory processes as well as visual awareness and 
interpretation of visual input (Binda and Murray 2015a, b; 
Binda et al. 2013; Mathôt et al. 2013; Naber et al. 2013). 
However, current analytic approaches in research using 
eye tracking and pupillometry tend to utilize data reduc-
tion methods that aggregate temporally rich data in order to 
establish averaged metrics to be used in group comparisons. 
These methods involve the extraction of discrete metrics (i.e. 
average gaze duration, average pupil diameter, or average 
change in pupil diameter as compared to an average baseline 
pupil measurement) (Anderson and Colombo 2009; Boev 
et al. 2005; Jepma and Nieuwenhuis 2011; Martineau et al. 
2011; Palinko et al. 2010) that discard dynamic changes in 
pupil diameter that may point to the use of different cogni-
tive or perceptual strategies across individuals. These ana-
lytic approaches limit our ability to quantitatively character-
ize perceptual strategies that facilitate visual selection, as 
in global and local processing, and understand how these 
strategies may be associated with clinical features central to 
the ASD phenotype. Using a trajectory-based analysis of eye 
tracking data, we have recently found that analysis of pupil 
response trajectories reveals important information about 
visual selection associated with global versus local process-
ing in healthy adults (DiCriscio et al. 2018).

In the current study, we use a quantitative approach to 
assess pupil response in the context of selective attention 
across a well-characterized pediatric sample. We build on 
our previous research in healthy adults and analyze pupil 
response trajectories associated with global–local process-
ing in children. Although visual perception has been exten-
sively studied in ASD, there is little research characteriz-
ing dynamic changes in task-induced pupil response in the 
context of global–local processing. We assess pupillometry 
while children with and without a diagnosis of ASD per-
formed a task using shape-based, Navon figures. We use a 
trajectory-based analysis in a data driven method in order 
to extract meaningful pupil response trajectories associ-
ated with global and local processing. Subject groups were 
defined based on these distinct pupil response trajectories 
in order to assess whether children with local processing 
bias as defined by pupil response have more ASD features 
relative to other groups with other processing biases or per-
ceptual strategies. We hypothesized that three potential out-
comes were possible from our analysis: (1) that we would 
be able to identify two distinct pupil response trajectories 
across global and local conditions for the entire sample that 
underlie the selection of local as compared to global parts of 
a hierarchical stimulus, aligning with our previous work in 
adults; (2) that we would be able to identify multiple pupil 

response trajectories across global and local conditions that 
could be used in characterizing subject groups based on indi-
vidualized pupil response patterns associated with global 
and local processing; or (3) that we would not be able to dis-
cern distinct trajectories across our conditions, indicating no 
difference in pupil response patterns associated with global 
and local processing in children with and without ASD.

Materials and Methods

Task and Stimuli

Twenty-one Navon Figures (Navon 1977, 1981) were cre-
ated. Each figure was hierarchically composed of a larger 
shape made up of smaller shapes. Shapes included were cir-
cles, squares, triangles, diamonds/rhombi, hearts, and stars. 
Sample stimuli can be seen in Fig. 1a. All stimuli were 2 × 2 
inches in total size and subtended no larger than a 2.5o visual 
angle from center of the screen. Stimuli were presented on a 
black background (hue: 160; saturation: 0%; lightness: 0%; 
luminance: 0 cd/m2) and elements within each hierarchical 
stimulus were colored gray (hue: 160; saturation: 0%; light-
ness: 120%) to minimize the amount of luminance emitted 
from the screen (i.e. a white background would have more 
luminance). Luminance for each image was determined via 
Photoshop. Average luminance across our stimulus set (i.e. 
Navon shapes) was 25 cd/m2 (min: 21.6; max: 29.8). The 
stimuli used in the global and local condition were identi-
cal and thus luminance was equal across both conditions. 
Participants varied only the information attended to within 
each figure based upon task instructions, and visual stimulus 
properties did not differ between global and local conditions.

We piloted a letter version of the task in children and 
found that young children were very slow to respond, likely 
due to the incomplete familiarization with letters and letter 
concepts in this population. Thus, we designed a version of 
the task using hierarchical shape stimuli that were matched 
on size and luminance to the letter stimuli utilized in our 
previous research (DiCriscio et al. 2018). Previous investi-
gations of global–local processing in young children have 
also demonstrated success with hierarchical shape stimuli 
(Poirel et al. 2011). Participants were required to identify 
either the larger (global) shape or the smaller (local) shape, 
in separate blocks. Thus, each participant completed one 
block of one condition and then completed a second block 
of the alternate condition (i.e. conditions were not mixed 
within each block). Completion order of global and local 
blocks was counterbalanced across participants. To obtain 
the most accurate pupil metrics and to minimize saccades 
which have previously been found to influence pupil metrics 
(Heitmann et al. 2001), participants were discouraged from 
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looking around the screen and were instructed to keep eyes 
focused in the central region where stimuli were displayed.

Participants were given five sample items across global 
and local conditions before beginning the eye tracking task. 
These sample items were administered via PowerPoint on a 
separate laptop computer or a flipbook composed of sam-
ple stimuli, to ensure that each participant understood task 
instructions and reached proficiency before beginning each 
block. Participants were provided feedback during sample 
item administration. If a participant mis-identified global or 
local information (depending on the sample item they were 
completing), the experimenter would provide feedback that 
included re-explaining task instructions, while highlighting 
the structure of the stimuli (i.e. “bigger shapes made up of 
tiny shapes”), and prompt the participant to complete the 
sample items for both conditions again. Participants were 
required to reach proficiency on all sample items before 
proceeding with the eye tracking task. No participants were 
excluded due to failure to meet proficiency on sample items.

Each trial consisted of two events: an interstimulus period 
(1500 ms), followed by a 5500 ms stimulus presentation 
period (see Fig. 1b, c). Participants received the following 
instructions, “You are going to see shapes on the screen. 
These shapes are going to look like big shapes made up of 

tiny shapes.” For the global block, participants were told 
“You will need to ignore the tiny shapes and only identify 
the larger shapes”. For the local block, participants were told 
“…ignore the larger shapes and only identify the smaller 
shapes.”

Participants were given a short break in between each 
experimental block and reminded of the instructions for the 
upcoming block. Before the start of each experimental block, 
participants were also verbally prompted by the experi-
menter to state which level of information they should be 
identifying in the proceeding experimental block (i.e. “Are 
you going to tell me the big shapes or the little shapes?”).

Participants

Fifty-eight children participated in the study. We used a 
recruitment strategy that increased the likelihood of obtain-
ing a sample with a broad range of autism traits. This strat-
egy stems from the idea that autism traits are distributed 
across the general population, similar to intelligence, but 
that some individuals will be above a cutoff for a clinical 
diagnosis (Insel et al. 2010). Thus, we identified participants 
with a confirmed clinical diagnosis of autism or ASD based 
on patient referral to our neurodevelopmental pediatric clinic 

Fig. 1  Sample Navon figure stimuli and task schematic. a Each fig-
ure was hierarchically composed of a larger shape made up of smaller 
shapes (shapes included were triangles, squares, circles, stars, hearts, 

and rhombus’). b Two sample trials (global condition) separated by 
an interstimulus fixation period (1.5  s). c Two sample trials (local 
condition) separated by an interstimulus fixation period (1.5 s)
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in Lewisburg, PA as well as from health system wide adver-
tisement and the surrounding community. Additional par-
ticipants (e.g. individuals without a diagnosis of autism or 
ASD) were also identified based on their status as a patient 
at our clinic for additional developmental concerns or diag-
noses or were recruited via online posts on social media sites 
as well as advertisement in the surrounding community and 
health system wide. Parents of all participants completed 
the Social Responsiveness Scale-2nd Edition (SRS-2) (Con-
stantino et al. 2003; Constantino and Todd 2003), a parent-
report measure which assesses the presence and severity of 
symptoms of social impairment associated with autism. SRS 
total T-scores can be used to assess symptom severity based 
upon a provided range: (1) ≤ 59 T-score: within normal lim-
its/not clinically significant; (2) 60–65 T-score: mild range; 
(3) 66–75 T-score: moderate range; (4) ≥ 76 T-score: severe 
range. In addition to a total score reflecting overall impair-
ments and social communication impairments (SCI), the 
SRS-2 generates scores across five subscales (Social Cog-
nition, Social Motivation, Social Awareness, Social Commu-
nication, and Restricted Interests and Repetitive Behaviors). 
Average T-scores for all participants can be found in Table 1.

The target age range within this project was children 
5–12 years of age and IQ of ~ 60 or higher. Our clinic treats 

all children with a wide range of functioning, including chil-
dren who would be unable to complete an IQ test. There-
fore, we initially screened health records in order to iden-
tify patients with an IQ of ~ 60 or higher and/or the absence 
of any description of the child being “non-verbal” (i.e. not 
being able to provide simple responses, use at least two 
word phrases, and understand basic commands). On the day 
of research testing, all participants completed a cognitive 
assessment to document IQ (WASI-II: Wechsler abbreviated 
scale of intelligence, 2nd edition) (Wechsler and Hsiao-pin 
2011). If an IQ test was ascertained as part of their clinic 
appointment that day (n = 10), we used the clinically ascer-
tained IQ score. Potential participants had normal and/or 
corrected-to-normal vision. All participants assented to pro-
tocols approved by the institutional review board (IRB) were 
then contacted to complete a brief screening questionnaire. 
The screening procedure gathered additional information 
regarding the child’s verbal ability, the ability to sit in a chair 
for ~ 2–3 min at a time, and visual or visual spatial impair-
ments that would impede their ability to complete our eye 
tracking task. Exclusionary criteria based on the screening 
procedure for interested individuals were: (a) known sensory 
deficits (e.g. blind or deaf); and/or (b) documented and/or 
parent reported concerns of visual spatial disorder/impair-
ment or delayed visual maturation. Once screened, no child 
was excluded from participating.

To be included in final analyses, we required participants 
to have at least 50% of trials across both conditions in our 
eye tracking task. Thus, we excluded participants with very 
low percentages of useable trials, in some cases only 1 or 
2 useable trials in one condition. Unusable trials were due 
to failure of tracking cause by child noncompliance (clos-
ing eyes or averting gaze away from screen) or tracking/
recording failure during the stimulus or interstimulus period. 
These criteria resulted in the exclusion of nineteen partici-
pants from analyses due to fixation errors or instances of 
noncompliant behavior. Five additional participants were 
excluded due to atypical pupil response waveforms demon-
strating excessive noise that impeded our ability to extract 
meaningful pupil measurements, Thus, data from a total 
of N = 34 participants (of the original 58 recruited and 
enrolled) were included in the final analysis (mean age in 
years = 8.65 ± 2.39, n = 19 males). Nine of our participants 
in our final sample had a clinical diagnosis of autism or 
ASD; however, n = 15 children had a documented history of 
developmental concerns or diagnoses including communi-
cation and/or speech and language impairments, behavioral 
concerns, global developmental delay or intellectual dis-
ability, learning disorder, or attention deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder (ADD/ADHD). Three participants had a FSIQ ≤ 80, 
all with a diagnosis of autism or ASD. Parents self-reported 
their completed level of education based on a 1-7 Likert 
scale (1 = less than high school; 2 = completed high school 

Table 1  Means (SDs) of demographic data for entire sample

a n = 5 HY were administered the Wechsler Preschool and Primary 
Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI). All other participants completed a 
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI)
b Verbal and non-verbal measures supplied above are based on n = 24 
participants who completed a WASI. Measures of verbal versus non-
verbal ability were not obtained due to lack of documentation in the 
health record or in clinically acquired data that would indicate pre-
cise subscale scores needed to calculate verbal and non-verbal perfor-
mance. In other words, for the remaining n = 10 individuals, only total 
scores were indicated
c Distribution of SRS scores. Severe range (t-score ≥ 76): n = 2; Mod-
erate range (t-score 66–75): 8; Mild range (t-score 60–65): 2; Within 
normal range (t-score ≤ 59): n = 22

(N = 34) Range

Chronological age (years) 8.65 (2.39) 5–13
Mental age (years) 8.44 (2.90) 4.26–15.73
Number male (% of sample) 19 (55.9)
FSIQa 99.85 (16.06) 50–125
 Verbalb 98.36 (16.51) 63–125
 Non-verbalb 104.27 (12.63) 81–128

SRS-2 total T-scorec 57.24 (12.46) 39–79
 SCI 56.96 (12.60) 38–79
 Social awareness 57.55 (11.71) 34–96
 Social cognition 55.41 (12.03) 39–85
 Social communication 57.69 (12.70) 39–78
 Social motivation 54.72 (10.78) 38–73
 RBRI 56.07 (11.40) 42–78
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or GED; 3 = some college completed; 4 = completed 2 years 
of college or Associate’s degree; 5 = completed 4 years of 
college or Bachelor’s degree; 6 = Master’s degree; 7 = Doc-
torate and professional degree such as PhD, MD or JD). 
Twenty-one parents (n = 21) reported completing at mini-
mum 2 years of college or obtaining an Associate’s degree. 
We also collected information regarding race for all partici-
pants via parent-report. All parents of participants reported 
their child’s primary race as Caucasian (N = 34); however, 
six participants reported a secondary race affiliation (n = 2 
reported African American; n = 1 reported Asian/Pacific 
Islander, and n = 1 reported Hispanic/Latino).

Consistent with the idea that autism traits are present in 
children that do not meet criteria for a clinical diagnosis 
of ASD, the mean SRS total T-score for children without 
a clinical diagnosis of autism was 52.05 ± 9.80 (max = 73; 
min = 39). Thus, our final sample included children with a 
wide range of cognitive functioning and clinically relevant 
phenotypic traits. Additional information regarding the dis-
tribution of SRS scores (the number of individuals within 
each symptom range) can be found in Table 1. Demographic 
profiles as well as average full-scale IQ (FSIQ) and mental 
age are also presented in Table 1.

General Procedure and Apparatus

Eye movements and pupil diameter were recorded using a 
Tobii X120 binocular eyetracking system (Tobii Technol-
ogy AB, Danderyd, Sweden), which records eye gaze as 
well as pupil dilation. The system is a stand-alone eye track-
ing unit that monitors eye gaze patterns and pupil diameter 
at rate of 60 Hz by using infrared light to produce reflec-
tion patterns on the corneas. The eye tracker then monitors 
the movements of these reflections relative to eye position. 
Multiple sensors assess eye movements and pupil diameter 
using bright and dark tracking. Tobii eye trackers adjust 
pupil measurements based upon measured distance between 
the eye and the sensor in order to accurately measure pupil 
size. Individual measurements regarding the position of the 
eyes and optical distortions between the cornea and the lens 
and other gaze artifacts (i.e. blinks and head movement) are 
accounted for as a part of the Tobii recording. Stimuli were 
presented on a 21.5-in. display monitor via EPrime using 
the Tobii extensions that allowed for concurrent eye gaze 
monitoring and pupillometry data acquisition.

Testing was done in a quiet, darkened room separate from 
an experimenter control room via a wall with a two-way 
mirror. Ambient light in the eye tracking/testing room was 
measured using a REED, Precision Instrument and was esti-
mated to be 4 Lux; 0.25 Fc. Prior to beginning eye track-
ing or behavioral testing, the lighting in the eye tracking 
room was set according to our experimental protocol. Par-
ticipants were also given task instructions and completed 

sample items before beginning the eye tracking tasks. We did 
not explicitly include a dark adaptation procedure; however, 
completion of consent, explaining the eye tracking tasks, and 
administering sample items takes 10–15 min, on average, 
thus allowing participants to adapt to the lighting conditions 
in the testing space. A more explicit dark adaptation proce-
dure may benefit future iterations of this type of eye tracking 
research. All participants were positioned at a distance of 
55–65 cm from the display screen and completed the stand-
ard Tobii Studio, 5 point calibration procedure prior to the 
start of testing. A Symetrix Solus 4 audio mixer allowed for 
communication between the participant and experimenter(s) 
between the two rooms. Gaze behavior and eye position was 
monitored throughout the testing session on a separate moni-
tor in the experimental control room to ensure continuous 
data collection.

Eye tracking Data and Analysis

Data were exported from Tobii Studio and subsequent pro-
cessing and analysis proceeded using adapted MATLAB 
scripts (Jackson and Sirois 2009), R (Baayen et al. 2008; 
RDevelopment 2012), and SPSS. In the event of missing 
data from one pupil, missing values were replaced with the 
recorded value for the other eye. To deal with missing sam-
ples from both eyes (blinks, tracking errors), pupil response 
for each block was smoothed using a low pass (15 Hz) filter 
and then a linear interpolation was used to fill in gaps. Val-
ues from both eyes were then averaged. Previous reports of 
eye tracking methods have reported more pronounced sac-
cades and variable eye gaze patterns in the early stages of 
an experiment as a participant is adjusting to task demands, 
stimuli, and experimental setup (Raney et al. 2014). Thus, 
the first trial of each block was eliminated from analysis due 
to aberrant pupil response and saccades noted across partici-
pants; thus leaving 20 trials for each condition.

Baseline pupil diameter was extracted using the average 
from 500 ms immediately preceding stimulus onset for each 
trial. Pupil diameter for each trial was calculated by first 
segmenting the 5 s trial window into 20 time bins of 250 ms 
each. Pupil diameter was averaged within each of the time 
bins. We then produced baseline-corrected waveforms by 
subtracting the trial-specific baseline pupil diameter (aver-
age pupil diameter extracted from the period immediately 
preceding stimulus onset) from each time bin.1 The average 
pupil diameter used for baseline correction was condition-
specific (i.e. for global trials, the average baseline pupil 

1 While stimuli were presented for 5.5 s, due to consistent variabil-
ity in Tobii eyetracking acquisitions (some having slightly over and/
or under 330 samples taken across each 5.5 stimulus presentation) the 
initial 300 collected samples within each trial were used in analyses.
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diameter was determined from the 500 ms period immedi-
ately preceding global trials and vice versa for local trials).

To account for potential heterogeneity of pupil responses 
over time, group-based trajectory modeling with time as a 
polynomial trend were fitted for the pupil changes from 
baseline for both global and local conditions. We used ‘finite 
mixture modeling’ to establish trajectories, which involves 
combining the mixture of single-group models within a 
common multiple-group model structure (Nagin and Nagin 
2005). Based on our viewing of individual-level trajectory 
plots, we hypothesized that there were two distinct latent 
classes. Thus, we defined a model that assumed the data 
were generated by two underlying distributions. Polynomial 
distributions of the underlying components were then esti-
mated using group-based trajectory modeling with time bin 
as a polynomial trend were fitted for the pupil response in 
global and local condition, respectively. Bayesian Informa-
tion Criterion was used to determine the best model fit, with 
a minimum of 25% of the sample required for inclusion per 
trajectory. Following the trajectory modeling procedure, 
each subject was then assigned to the trajectory group that 
corresponded to the highest membership probability. Addi-
tional information regarding these analyses, specifically our 
use of finite mixture modeling, can be found in the supple-
ment (Section I).

In addition to pupil metrics, primary dependent meas-
ures included accuracy and reaction time (RT) (via verbal 
response). A Serial Response (SR) box and Audacity (http://
www.audac ityte am.org/about /) were used to record utter-
ances during each testing session to ensure accurate RT was 
obtained. The SR box records the time at which a vocal 
response is made for each trial; however, any audible noise 
registered by the SR box is recorded as a response (which 
includes participant sighs, coughs, and non-response “ums”, 
for example). Thus, Audacity was used as the primary source 
for recording and obtaining time of response. RT was deter-
mined by subtracting the onset time of the correct utter-
ance from the flagged stimulus onset. Stimulus onset was 
signaled via a 500 ms, 100 Hz tone at the start of each trial, 
audible only to the experimenter(s) in the control room dur-
ing testing. Responses recorded via the SR box were used 
for confirming RTs recorded via Audacity. This procedure 
allowed participants to respond in a naturalistic way as soon 
as soon as the correct answer was identified. We chose this 
procedure (rather than a potentially more traditional but-
ton response) in order to prevent additional cognitive effort 
or stimulus–response mapping that would be necessary to 
remember the various letters used in our stimuli.

Results

Baseline Pupil Diameter

Baseline diameter was determined based upon the 500 ms 
interval immediately preceding stimulus onset for each trial. 
Baseline measures for global and local conditions were nor-
mally distributed according to a Shapiro–Wilks test of nor-
mality (p’s > 0.21, NS) and no outliers were identified. Our 
sample demonstrated a similar pattern to the adults reported 
in our previous research (DiCriscio et al. 2018) in that base-
line pupil diameter during the global condition was larger 
relative to the local condition (t(33) = 2.16, p < 0.04). These 
results highlight a preparatory attention effect for attentional 
focus as participants demonstrated a larger baseline pupil 
diameter in the global condition and a smaller baseline pupil 
diameter for the local condition.

Task‑Induced Changes in Pupil Size 
and Identification of Pupil Response Trajectories

We next examined differences in the task-related pupil wave-
forms between global and local conditions. As described 
previously, baseline-corrected waveforms were computed 
using the average change in pupil diameter across 20 time 
bins of 250 ms each over the course of the 5 s trial period. 
A polynomial spline was fit for both global and local condi-
tions and was used to identify multiple trajectories across 
both conditions (see Fig.  2). Baseline-corrected, pupil 
response data for global and local conditions were fit to 
polynomial curves. In contrast to our previous trajectory 
analyses in adults (DiCriscio et al. 2018), there was not one 
consistent trajectory across all participants within a condi-
tion. Rather, we identified two pupil response trajectories 
for the global condition within our sample. Global Trajec-
tory 1 (red in Fig. 2a) accounted for approximately 30% of 
the pupil response data within our sample (n = 10). Global 
Trajectory 2 (green in Fig. 2a) accounted for approximately 
70% (n = 24). As in the global condition, pupil response data 
for the local condition was fit to polynomial curves and two 
pupil response trajectories were identified. Local Trajec-
tory 1 (red in Fig. 2b) accounted for approximately 20% 
of our sample (n = 7). Local Trajectory 2 (green in Fig. 2b) 
accounted for approximately 80% of our sample (n = 27).

Using pupil response data for each participant, we deter-
mined the probability of being assigned to Trajectory 1 or 
Trajectory 2 within each condition (the sum of these proba-
bilities equaled 1 for each participant within each condition). 
These probabilities determined how closely an individual’s 
pupil response matched one trajectory relative to the other 
within each condition. The maximum of these probabilities 
determined which pupil response trajectory defined each 

http://www.audacityteam.org/about/
http://www.audacityteam.org/about/
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individual’s pupil response profile for each condition (e.g. 
an individual was assigned to Trajectory 1 or 2 for both the 
global and local condition). Based upon each individual’s 
pupil response trajectory patterns across global and local 
conditions, we were able to identify 3 pupil response trajec-
tory groups thought to reflect different sensory responses 
and variable perceptual strategies (Fig. 3): (1) a Local-Focus 
response (LF) group (n = 7) determined by a characteristic 
constriction of the pupil when identifying local information 

as compared to global information (Trajectory 2, Global; 
Trajectory 1, Local); (2) a Global-Focus response (GF) 
group (n = 10) determined by a constriction of the pupil 
when identifying global information as compared to local 
information (Trajectory 1, Global; Trajectory 2, Local); and 
(3) an Equivalent response (EQ) group (n = 17) based on 
similar trajectory response patterns observed across both 
global and local conditions (Trajectory 2, Global; Trajectory 
2, Local). No individuals demonstrated a combined pupil 

Fig. 2  Task-induced pupil 
response trajectories. a Pupil 
waveforms depicting task-
induced pupil response during 
the global condition. Two pupil 
trajectories were identified 
in the global condition that 
accounted for 29.5% (red) and 
70.5% (green) of our sample. 
b Pupil waveforms depicting 
task-induced pupil response 
during the local condition. 
Two pupil trajectories were 
identified in the local condi-
tion that accounted for 20.5% 
(red) and 79.5% (green) of our 
sample. c Table indicating the 
way in which each of the three 
pupil response trajectory groups 
were defined, based upon each 
individual’s trajectory pattern 
across global and local condi-
tions
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Fig. 3  Pupil response trajectory 
groups. Groups were deter-
mined based on an individual’s 
combined pupil response 
pattern for the global and local 
conditions (e.g. Trajectory 
1, Global and Trajectory 2, 
Local). a Local-Focus response: 
determined by a characteristic 
constriction of the pupil when 
identifying local information as 
compared to global information 
(Trajectory 2, Global; Trajec-
tory 1, Local); b Global-Focus 
response: determined by a 
constriction of the pupil when 
identifying global information 
as compared to local informa-
tion (Trajectory 1, Global; 
Trajectory 2, Local); and c 
Equivalent response: based 
on similar trajectory response 
patterns observed across both 
global and local conditions 
(Trajectory 2, Global; Trajec-
tory 2, Local). No individuals 
demonstrated a combined pupil 
response profile aligned with 
Trajectory 1, Global; Trajectory 
1, Local
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response profile aligned with Trajectory 1, Global; Trajec-
tory 1, Local. Average chronological and mental age, FSIQ, 
and other demographic information including SRS-2 scores 
for each of these trajectory profile groups can be found in 
Table 2.2 

Behavioral Results Based on Pupil Trajectory Groups

We analyzed differences in RT and accuracy between LF, 
GF, and EQ pupil trajectory profiles in order to assess 
whether behavioral measures of task performance differed 
between our pupil response trajectory profiles indicat-
ing the presence of perceptual biases in our pupil trajec-
tory groups. Our behavioral dependent measures (RT and 
accuracy) deviated from a normal distribution according 
to a Shapiro–Wilks test for normality. RT for global and 
local conditions demonstrated non-normal distributions 
(p’s < 0.004). Accuracy for global and local conditions also 
deviated from a normal distribution (p’s < 0.0001). Addi-
tionally, the small sample sizes within each pupil trajectory 
group did not warrant the use of parametric statistical tests. 
Thus, non-parametric, Kruskal–Wallis H tests were used to 
assess differences in task performance measures across our 
pupil trajectory profile groups.

In order to explore the presence of perceptual biases 
across each of our pupil response trajectory profiles, an 
omnibus Kruskal–Wallis H test was used to determine 
whether RT differed based on pupil trajectory profile group. 
There was no significant difference in Global RT between 
groups (χ2(2) = 4.88, p = 0.09, mean rank Global RT of 

14.14 for LF, 21.20 for GF, and 13.21 for EQ) nor Local RT 
(χ2(2) = 1.31, p = 0.52, mean rank Local RT of 15.00 for LF, 
18.70 for GF, and 14.57 for EQ). A Kruskal–Wallis H test 
was also used to determine whether accuracy differed based 
on pupil trajectory profile group. There was no significant 
difference in Global accuracy between groups (χ2(2) = 1.83, 
p = 0.40, NS, mean rank Global of 14.21 for LF, 19.55 for 
GF, and 17.65 for EQ) nor Local accuracy (χ2(2) = 0.41, 
p = 0.92, NS, mean rank Local of 16.00 for LF, 18.00 for 
GF, and 17.82 for EQ). Due to the lack of significant differ-
ences across measures of RT and accuracy, post hoc tests 
were not performed. Thus, pupil trajectory groups did not 
differ on measures of task performance and the presence of 
perceptual biases could not be attributed to a specific pupil 
trajectory group. We would like to note that we did explore 
differences in our behavioral measures across the global and 
local conditions across the entire sample; however, we did 
not see differences in RT or accuracy. The results from these 
analyses can be found in the supplement (Section II) (Fig. 4).

The Association Between Pupil Response Trajectory 
Profile and Autism Traits

Pearson’s Chi-square tests were used to determine whether 
the presence or absence of a diagnosis of ASD was associ-
ated with pupil response trajectory profile. Results indicated 
that the proportion of individuals in the LF pupil trajectory 
group with a clinical diagnosis of ASD (0.714, n = 5) was 
significantly higher as compared to the proportion of indi-
viduals with a diagnosis of ASD in the GF (0.0, n = 0) and 
EQ (0.235, n = 4) trajectory group (χ2(2) = 10.95, p = 0.004).

We also explored the association between quantitative 
measures of autism features (rather than clinical diagnosis) 
and pupil response trajectory profile. A multinomial logistic 
regression was employed to assess the relationship between 
pupil trajectory group, SRS scores, and variability in task 

Table 2  Mean (SDs) on 
demographic data and 
behavioral measures by pupil 
trajectory group

∞ Non-parametric, omnibus Kruskal–Wallis H test for statistically significant differences between pupil tra-
jectory profile groups, p < 0.05. Post hoc comparisons are reported in supplemental material (Section III)

Local-focus
(n = 7)

Global-focus
(n = 10)

Equivalent
(n = 17)

χ2 (p)∞

Chronological age (years) 9.29 (2.69) 8.20 (2.78) 8.65 (2.09) 0.78 (0.66)
Mental age (years) 7.92 (2.72) 8.11 (2.87) 8.82 (3.09) 0.36 (0.84)
FSIQ 96.33 (5.51) 99.0 (9.40) 101.31 (21.44) 2.15 (0.34)
SRS-2 total T-score 69.5 (6.95) 52.9 (9.95) 54.9 (13.08) 7.27 (0.03)∞

 SCI 67.7 (7.47) 53.4 (10.50) 54.6 (13.93) 5.31 (0.07)
 Social awareness 67.3 (13.85) 56.2 (7.96) 54.1 (11.41) 3.40 (0.18)
 Social cognition 63.8 (3.92) 50.3 (9.57) 55.5 (14.33) 5.60 (0.06)
 Social communication 70.2 (8.28) 53.3 (10.73) 55.3 (12.70) 6.95 (0.03)∞

 Social motivation 64.2 (6.37) 53.4 (9.91) 51.4 (11.07) 6.17 (0.05)∞

 RBRI 69.0 (7.15) 51.0 (8.12) 54.0 (11.10) 9.71 (0.008)∞

2 We also explored potential differences in baseline pupil diam-
eter between global and local conditions between our pupil trajec-
tory groups; however, results did not indicate significant differences 
in baseline pupil diameter associated with pupil trajectory groups 
(p’s > 0.73).
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performance measures across individuals. Since the focus 
of the current study was to characterize individualized pupil 
response profiles as well as explore visual perceptual per-
formance associated with autism traits, we calculated the 
relative difference in task performance measures (RT and 
accuracy) between local and global conditions for each par-
ticipant. Measures of relative difference in task performance 
as well as SRS scores were included in regression analyses 
as continuous variables reflecting individual differences in 
perceptual biases and autism traits across our sample.

Prior to conducting regression analysis, SRS scores as 
well as metrics of the relative difference in task performance 
metrics between local and global conditions were standard-
ized to mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Standardized vari-
ables were used in analyses. The reference group was those 
individuals who demonstrated a LF response. A multinomial 
logistic regression including SRS scores and measures of 
task performance was found to be significant (χ2(6) = 15.08, 
p = 0.02, Nagelkerke  R2 = 0.50). The overall percentage of 
correct classifications was 50%. Correct classifications were 

more frequent for the LF group (83.3%) as compared to the 
GF (30.0%) and EQ (50%) groups. SRS scores were found 
to be a significant unique contributor for distinguishing 
between those individuals who demonstrated a LF response 
as compared to a GF and EQ response (p < 0.002), with 
higher SRS scores increasing the likelihood of demonstrat-
ing a LF response. See Tables 3, 4. Measures of relative 
difference in task performance between condition were not 
found to be significant predictors of pupil trajectory group 
(p’s > 0.097, NS). Parameter estimates are also included in 
Table 4. 

We reduced the regression model to exclude task per-
formance metrics as these did not have significant unique 
effects for predicting pupil trajectory group. Again, standard-
ized SRS scores were used in analysis. This reduced multi-
nomial logistic regression model including only SRS scores 
as a predictor of pupil trajectory group was found to be sig-
nificant (χ2(2) = 8.73, p = 0.013, Nagelkerke  R2 = 0.30). The 
overall percentage of correct classifications dropped slightly 
from the original model that included both SRS scores and 
task performance measures (48%). Parameter estimates 
and complete results for this reduced multinomial logistic 
regression can be found in the supplement (Section IV). 
Results from these analyses indicate a significant associa-
tion between quantitative measures of autism traits and pupil 
response profile in the context of global–local processing 
and visual selection.

Discussion

The current study aimed to investigate processes that under-
lie visual selection across children with and without ASD. 
Using a novel approach to the analysis of pupil data, we find 
differences in pupil response trajectories across participants 
while completing a modified Navon figures task. Based on 
each individual’s combined pupil response trajectory pattern 
for both global and local conditions, we were able to identify 
three pupil trajectory groups that were thought to serve as 

Fig. 4  Behavioral results. a Group differences in average reaction 
time (in s) for the global and local conditions. b Group differences 
in accuracy for the global and local conditions. Error bars indicate 
standard error of the mean

Table 3  Multinomial linear regression including only standardized 
SRS total t-scores as well task performance measures (relative differ-
ence in RT and accuracy between global and local conditions) as a 
predictor of pupil trajectory group

(χ2(6) = 15.07, p = 0.02)
Nagelkerke  R2 = 0.498

Likelihood ratio tests

Chi-square df p-value

SRS total t-score 12.603 2 0.002
RT (relative difference) 1.389 2 0.499
Accuracy (relative difference) 4.663 2 0.097
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a peripheral index for perceptual strategy when identifying 
global versus local information. Our results suggest a sig-
nificant association between ASD and task-induced pupil 
trajectory in the context of global–local processing and vis-
ual selection. This analysis of task-induced pupil response 
data highlights the use of eye tracking and pupil response as 
an objective and sensitive measure of visual selection and 
focused attention across children with and without ASD.

This work is an extension of our previous research dem-
onstrating dynamic changes in pupil response in healthy 
adults in the context of a similar global and local processing 
task. While research regarding task-induced pupil response 
has focused largely on cognitive effort and pupil dilation, 
there have been multiple studies demonstrating the influence 
of attention on pupil changes (Binda et al. 2013; Mathôt 
et al. 2013; Naber et al. 2013). The pupil has been shown to 
be a sensitive and reliable index of basic sensory responses 
as well as visual attention, awareness, and interpretation 
of visual input (Binda and Murray 2015a, b; Daniels et al. 
2012; Naber et al. 2013). Specifically, research has shown 
that pupil diameter can affect visual input at early stages 
in visual processing and facilitate perceptual strategies. 
Changes in visual selection strategies or spatial focus influ-
ence pupil diameter, narrowing an individual’s perceptual 
focus and facilitating the identification of smaller, more 
detailed information or more broadly distributed informa-
tion (Daniels et al. 2012; DiCriscio et al. 2018). In a similar 
global–local task to that described here, we implemented 
a trajectory-based analysis and found a characterization 
constriction of the pupil associated with the identification 
of local information as compared to global information in 
typical adults (DiCriscio et al. 2018). In our adult study, 
this characteristic constriction of the pupil was followed by 
a re-dilation or recovery in pupil diameter (DiCriscio et al. 
2018). Narrowing of the pupil was interpreted to reflect a 
perceptual focus that facilitates the selection of local infor-
mation within a more complex, hierarchical stimulus, with 

re-dilation/recovery occurring after the visual selection 
process was complete. In the current study in children, we 
found a similar constriction of the pupil response to local 
information in the LF group. However, the LF group did 
not show the same re-dilation/recovery as our adults and 
instead sustained this pupil constriction when identifying 
local information as compared to global.

Enhanced visual performance and global–local pro-
cessing abilities have been researched at length in chil-
dren and adults with ASD (D’Souza et al. 2016; Samson 
et al. 2012; Van der Hallen et al. 2015) and many studies 
have highlighted an “islet of ability” or a superior focus on 
local details (Dakin and Frith 2005; Happe 1999; Kaldy 
et al. 2011, 2013; Koldewyn et al. 2013; Pellicano et al. 
2006; Simmons et al. 2009). However, there is a relatively 
small amount of research characterizing task-induced pupil 
response metrics in the context of perceptual organization 
and visual-perceptual skill (Blaser et al. 2014). Previous 
studies have centered around the extraction of an aggregate 
stimulus response measure (i.e. dilation at the end of a search 
trial) used for group comparisons. Rather than extracting an 
averaged pupil metric for each condition, we model temporal 
data across trials and establish pupil response trajectories for 
each condition. By quantifying changes in pupil response 
as a temporal signal (much like electroencephalography), 
fluctuations in pupil diameter across time can be conceptu-
ally linked to a peripheral physiologic signal that is tightly 
coupled with underlying neural function. This form of anal-
ysis focused on objectively characterizing an early visual 
response and highlights meaningful individual differences in 
visual selection and perceptual strategies that may underlie 
the visual perceptual skills commonly associated with the 
ASD phenotype.

In this study, we also used a quantitative measure to 
assess the presence and severity of ASD features across all 
individuals. Using SRS-2 scores (Constantino et al. 2003; 
Constantino and Todd 2003) as a continuous variable, we 

Table 4  Parameter estimates 
contrasting the LF pupil 
trajectory group versus the GF 
and EQ pupil trajectory groups

Reference group: LF
* Significant at p < 0.05

β SE Exp(β) 95% confidence interval for Exp(β) Wald p-value

Lower bound Upper bound

SRS total t-score
 GF − 2.998 1.408 0.050 0.003 0.787 4.536 0.033*
 EQ − 2.951 1.404 0.052 0.003 0.818 4.421 0.035*

RT (relative difference)
 GF − 0.702 0.684 0.495 0.130 1.895 1.053 0.305
 EQ − 0.671 0.682 0.511 0.134 1.945 0.968 0.325

Accuracy (relative difference)
 GF − 2.171 1.405 0.114 0.007 1.792 2.387 0.122
 EQ − 2.318 0.424 0.098 0.006 1.604 2.651 0.103
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explored the association between quantitative measures of 
ASD features and pupil response trajectories. SRS scores 
were found to be a significant unique predictor of pupil tra-
jectory profile, specifically, for those individuals demonstrat-
ing an LF response as compared to the other pupil response 
trajectory groups. One fundamental question is how a LF 
pupil response pattern is related to ASD features, specifi-
cally those associated within the social domain assessed via 
the SRS-2. Behavioral studies have reported relationships 
between visual perceptual skill (DiCriscio and Troiani 2017) 
and atypical visual attention (Antezana et al. 2016) and 
core social deficits central to the autism phenotype. Other 
research has shown that the visual system is central to the 
development of adaptive social skills and a deviant sen-
sory experience may negatively impact social development 
(Hobson et al. 1999; Hobson and Bishop 2003). It has been 
suggested that hyperfocused attentional states impede the 
ability to gather broader meaning or integrate gestalt infor-
mation, leading to maladaptive social behaviors and deficits 
in social communication and emotional processing (Martin 
and McDonald 2003). Restricted and repetitive behaviors 
have also been conceptually linked to enhanced perceptual 
skill and hyperfocused states (Landry and Bryson 2004; 
Sasson et al. 2008, 2011). In children with higher ASD fea-
tures, the emergence of hyperfocused states of attention (as 
seen in the LF pupil trajectory group) may be a manifesta-
tion of repetitive behaviors or reflect a cognitive style that 
influences circumscribed interests, the resistance to disen-
gagement, enhanced perceptual skills or superior focus on 
local details. It remains unclear how atypical perception and 
perceptual strategies may relate to a cumulative estimate of 
ASD features or specific symptom subdomains. Our smaller 
sample sizes left us underpowered to investigate the way 
in which specific ASD features may scale with pupil met-
rics within each of the pupil trajectory groups. Thus, criti-
cal questions remain regarding the relationship between the 
severity of ASD features, visual perceptual skill, and pupil 
response patterns that reflect perceptual strategies.

It is also important to note that we were unable to iden-
tify group differences in regard to task performance metrics 
(i.e. RT and accuracy) that would indicate the presence of 
a global–local perceptual bias within our sample. A lack of 
reported significant differences between conditions across 
both RT and task accuracy presents as a limitation to the 
interpretation of our current findings. It is entirely plausible 
that our small sample size, especially within each subgroup, 
left us underpowered to detect significant differences in task 
performance metrics. In our previous study in healthy adults 
(DiCriscio et al. 2018), we noted a similar pupil response 
to the LF group in the current study (constriction of the 
pupil when identifying local information) yet differences 
in RT in adults pointed towards a global perceptual bias. 
Thus, we were not able to determine whether this pupil 

response pattern subserves a perceptual “bias” as much as it 
may reflect a perceptual processing style more broadly. The 
focus of the method in the research described here and in 
our previous work (DiCriscio et al. 2018) is the use of pupil 
response data as a temporal signal, much like functional 
neuroimaging or electronencephalography (EEG). Research 
utilizing these methods places emphasis on characterizing a 
physiologic signal or neural response between experimen-
tal conditions thought to reflect differences in neurobiologi-
cal processing. Across these methods, differences in task 
or behavioral performance may complicate interpretation 
of imaging or EEG findings (Stewart et al. 2008; Varnum 
et al. 2014) and participants may be excluded due to unstable 
task performance as compared to the larger sample (Busch 
et al. 2009). Therefore, although typically research in visual 
perception uses RT or accuracy and interprets differences 
as ‘bias’, given that there are mixed findings based on the 
paradigm and sample used, an objective signal like the pupil 
response may emerge as a better indicator of the psycho-
logical processes related to local and global selection. Since 
pupillometry analysis as presented in the current study is in 
its infancy, more data is necessary to answer these questions. 
However, the current research lays the groundwork for future 
studies that use pupil response as an informative signal that 
may indicate processing differences in the absence of meas-
urable behavioral differences.

Previous research and other theoretical interpretations 
point towards perceptual organization following a global to 
local progression, with early access to broader “gist” level 
information and local details emerging with the later focus 
of attention (Ahissar and Hochstein 2004; Hochstein and 
Ahissar 2002). Our findings in the current study align with 
other visual perception research that suggests other percep-
tual mechanisms may play a role in the visual processing 
styles of individuals with ASD (Van der Hallen et al. 2015). 
Within ASD versus typical development, perception at the 
earliest stages of the visual processing stream may grant 
early access to local details before more global information. 
Again, it remains unclear whether results presented here 
demonstrate a perceptual bias versus a strategy associated 
with “bias” in ASD. At the very least, these results point 
towards a basic visual response that may facilitate access to 
and the identification of local information in our cohort of 
children with ASD.

Despite the novel contribution that this research makes to 
the study of perceptual organization in ASD, there are sev-
eral limitations that should be addressed in future research. 
We acknowledge that children in this study are from a large 
age range and it is unclear how developmental changes in 
visual perception as well as the expression of ASD features 
may influence the association between pupil response and 
perceptual strategies. Studies on spatial processing and 
global–local preferences have reported developmental 
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differences between younger and older children due to both 
perceptual biases as well global–local segmentation strate-
gies during visual selection of hierarchical stimuli (Poirel 
et al. 2006, 2008; Stiles and Tada 1996). Thus, individual 
differences in perceptual organization may be prevalent 
across development and the large amount of variability in 
behavioral measures (i.e. RT) and behavioral demograph-
ics within our sample may have left us unable to quantify 
a clear perceptual bias towards global or local information. 
Future work should continue to focus on differences between 
younger and older children across typical and atypical devel-
opment in order to more completely characterize the devel-
opmental changes that underlie pupil changes in the context 
of visual selection.

While the current work includes a wide developmental 
age range, these results add to the current body of research 
and suggest an additional mechanism that may subserve 
these developmental shifts in perceptual organization. Addi-
tional research in larger samples is necessary in order char-
acterize whether atypical visual development and aberrant 
pupil response are associated with perceptual organization in 
ASD. We acknowledge our small sample size, especially the 
size of our subgroups based on pupil trajectory patterns, as 
a limiting factor that left us underpowered to carry out more 
advanced statistical analysis. More specifically, the limited 
number of individuals with an ASD or autism diagnosis in 
the current research presents as a limitation. These prelimi-
nary results lay the groundwork for larger studies focused 
on maintaining temporally dense pupil data and using data 
driven methods in order to quantify pupil response trajectory 
patterns as they relate to perceptual strategies and atypical 
sensory response in ASD. Future research in larger samples 
of children that reach threshold for an ASD diagnosis is nec-
essary in order to draw more specific conclusions regarding 
the manner in which pupil response trajectory profiles may 
be associated with core clinical features of ASD.

Finally, visual acuity and contrast sensitivity were not 
assessed in participants in the current study. Previous 
research has suggested that enhanced visual acuity may be 
associated with cognitive and perceptual features in ASD, 
including enhanced local processing and visual discrimina-
tion (Ashwin et al. 2009a, b), such that higher visual acuity 
may subserve higher spatial frequency processing abili-
ties such as the detection of local features. However, there 
have been mixed results regarding this hypothesis across 
other studies (Bach and Dakin 2009; see Bölte et al. 2012; 
Crewther and Sutherland 2009). Nonetheless, individual dif-
ferences in visual acuity and optometric function including 
contrast sensitivity may be important contributing factors to 
visual selection and global–local perception. Future itera-
tions of this work should assess visual acuity or contrast 
sensitivity and the potential relationship with task-induced 
pupil response and visual selection.

The work presented here extends the literature on selec-
tive attention and represents a critical first step in the use of 
pupil response as an index of spatial selection and focused 
attention from a neurodevelopmental perspective. This 
study demonstrates the objective measurement of a sensory 
response in the context of global–local perception in ASD 
that may also reflect a perceptual strategy that facilitates the 
selection of local information. Future developmental inves-
tigations of visual perception and global–local processing 
may point to perceptual and cognitive mechanisms underly-
ing the earliest stages of visual selection that are both devel-
opmentally and clinically relevant.
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